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High posts, with a pre-assembled 
photocell on each, adjustable height.

Posts 
PT50 - PT100

12 V electric lock interface.

Interface 
EL1

Flashing light 
FL100

Buffer battery 
PR1 - PR2

Adjustable flashing light with integrated aerial
for 433.92 MHz frequency.

24 V buffer battery for
emergency power supply.

Easy installation: can be mounted 
in any position using the base designed 
for wall or horizontal installation.

Maximum security: with diffuser 
that rotates 360° to aim the signal 
in the most suitable direction. 
High efficiency lenses optimise visibility.

Integrated aerial, invisibile from the 
outside for protection against vandalism.

Convenience: easy availability 
and replacement of the powerful lamp 
used in the automotive industry.

Durability: shock-resistant 
polycarbonate structure.

Sturdy and elegant: made of profiled 
aluminium with polycarbonate front 
and shock-resistant base.

Convenience: very simple alignment 
thanks to the LED signal with proportional 
flashing. Convenient jumpers for selection 
of the required function.

Maximum security: electronics protected 
by a second plastic enclosure to prevent 
damage during installation. 
The antidazzle circuit protects you from 
blinding glares generated by the sun 
or other powerful light sources. 
Suitable for Mhouse systems of any size, 
since up to 7 pairs of photocells 
can be installed without worrying 
about their proximity.

Easy installation with the Mhouse 
ECSBus system: only two wires are 
required for connection of the main 
system components. 
The colour-coded terminals, 
enable quick, error-proof connections. 
Wasting time connecting to the photocell 
terminals is no longer necessary, simply 
connect the two wires at any point 
within the system.

PT50 pair of 485 mm high posts,  
with a pre-assembled photocell on each, 
adjustable height.

PT100 pair of 945 mm high posts,  
with two pre-assembled photocells  
on each, adjustable height.

Only compatible with: 

1. Initial release type electronic locks  
(single command impulse at the beginning 
of the opening manoeuvre), with a 
maximum power supply of 12 Vac 15 VA

2. Mhouse control units having the “EL1” 
indication on the FLASH output.

Practical: Electronic locks fitted on swing 
gate automatisms can be activated by 
means of the EL1 device.

Convenience: operation during power 
failures guaranteed by the PR1 or PR2 
buffer batteries housed inside the control 
unit, which can be connected using 
a convenient plug-in connector.

Mhouse won’t let you down even 
during black-outs: at least ten opening 
and closing manoeuvres guaranteed.

Incorporated control unit: it controls 
batteries recharging, extending their life 
and always providing for the maximum 
charge when a black out happens.

Technical characteristics

Flashing light output For indicator lights with 12V, max. 21W bulb.

Electronic lock output: 12 Vac - max. 15 VA 

Electronic lock activation time: approx. 2 s.

Protection class (IP) 30

Dimensions (mm) 60x59x422 with flaps, 60x38x422 without flaps

Weight (gr) 50
 

Technical characteristics

Power supply Provided directly by the ECSBus system

Protection class (IP) 55
 

Technical characteristics

Power supply Provided directly by the Mhouse system

Power (W) 21

Protection class (IP) 55


